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An attempt is made to ascribe some peculiarities of the bismuth spectrum to smallness of the num
ber of carriers. It is pointed out that the phenomenon may be due to the Keldysh-Kopaev dielectric 
transition effect. The results are compared to those of the Abrikosov-Fal'kovskiI phenomenological 
model[4]. It is demonstrated that the spectrum which follows from their assumption[4] corresponds 
to a dielectric gap. The influence of Fermi-fluid effects on Brillouin-zone filling rules is discussed. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

IN spite of the great briliance of the model proposed 
first by Keldysh and Kopaev[1] for the "metal-dielec
tric" transition (see also the paper of Kozlov and Mak
simov[2] for the case of a strong band overlap), we 
still do not know whether there exist accessible objects 
in which such a transition can be realized. Since it is 
very important in the initial picture [ 1,2] that in the 
metallic state the electron and hole Fermi surface are 
close in shape, there is apparently no hope of observ
ing this transition in metals of group V, where the 
carrier-spectrum anisotropy is strong. Mnatsakanov 
and one of the authors [3] have already advanced the 
idea that the Keldysh-Kopaev mechanism[l] may itself 
be the cause of the formation of small carrier groups. 
Therefore in the case of bismuth it would be possible 
to attempt to pose the inverse question, namely that of 
explaining the singularities of the bismuth spectrum by 
starting with a model of two COinciding Fermi surfaces. 

This problem seems all the more timely because the 
most likely phenomenological picture of the bismuth 
spectrum, proposed by Abrikosov and Fal'kovskil [4], 
is based on a group analysis of the splitting of the de
generate electron term in the vicinities of points Land 
T of the Brillouin zone, and the initial state is chosen 
to be precisely a state in which the electron-hole sur
faces coincide. This picture seems at first glance to 
be highly artificial and was assumed[4] because in the 
opposite case an arbitrarily small deformation is in
capable of "closing" the diverging sections of the 
Fermi surfaces. In addition, this initial state, called 
the "dielectric phase" by Abrikosov and Fal'kov-
ski! [4], is in general unstable, in accordance with the 
results of[l,2]. Therefore the group-theoretical calcu
lation of the term splitting[41, performed in the manner 
used in semiconductor theory[5,6], must be replaced by 
a microscopic analysis of the picture of the electron 
interaction with one another and with the phonons. 

In Sec. 2 we attempt to show that the possible exist
ence of states in which the electronic spectrum is 
close to the Keldysh-Kopaev model follows quite 
naturally from the concepts of the band theory with re
spect to the spectrum in a dielectric, if these concepts 
are supplemented with allowance for the interaction be
tween the electrons. 

In Sec. 3 we investigate the role of different interac-

tions in the dielectric transition. In particular, we 
shall show that, depending on the ratio of the electron
electron and electron-phonon interaction constants, the 
dielectric transition can be due to the instability of 
either the electron spectrum alone or the phonon spec
trum alone. It is shown in the Appendix that this result 
does not depend on any assumptions concerning the 
anisotropy of the crystal. 

Finally, in Sec. 4 we apply the results to bismuth. 
The equations obtained for the spectrum are analogous, 
in the main, to those of Abrikosov and Fal'kovski'i (4], 
except that there are no matrix elements responsible 
for the band overlap at the pOints Land T. Thus, the 
assumptions of Abrikosov and Fal'kovskil[4] actually 
lead to the dielectric spectrum of this method. 

In the conclusion we list additional possibilities that 
might lead to band overlap and to the production of 
electrons and holes. 

2. INITIAL ELECTRONIC STATE OF UNDEFORMED 
LATTICE 

The bismuth lattice is close to primitive-cubic and 
can be constructed of two cubic face-centered sublat
tices by a small shift (~10%) of the latter relative to 
each other along the body diagonal, and a small rhom
bohedral deformation (see, for examplep]). Thus, a 
unit cell contains two atoms, and from the point of view 
of the usual concepts, bismuth could be a dielectric. 
Abrikosovand Fal'kovskir(4] have assumed that the 
dielectric state is preserved down to such small de
formations that the bismuth lattice becomes a primi-
ti ve-cubic one, and the "dielectric" and metallic 
phases cannot be obtained from one another by a con
tinuous transition. It should be noted that these con
cepts are not easy to reconcile with the usual ones, 
since bismuth in a primitive-cubic lattice should always 
be a metal. 

Let us analyze this situation. We consider a dielec
tric with two identical atoms per cell, each atom hav
ing an odd number of electrons. We shall show that 
there is a possible deformation that must lead con
tinuously to a picture of coinciding Fermi surfaces in 
the dependence of the electron energy on the lattice 
coordinates. 

Figure 1 shows a dielectric with an indirect gap; a 
decrease of the gap and further overlap would give 
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rise to a metallic phase. It is important, however, that 
in this case there is a structure transition caused by 
Coulomb interactions, which occurs at the instant when 
the edge of the exciton band, shown dashed in Fig. 1, 
touches the valence band. The resultant structure is 
characterized by a vector qo (see the review[B]), so 
that the transition is accompanied by an increase in the 
number of atoms per unit cell. Let us consider a de
formation that gives rise to a small direct gap (Fig. 
2a). It is pOSSible, of course, for the gap to start in
creasing again with further deformation, but a more 
probable picture is that of "quasi-penetration" of the 
two branches, as shown in Fig. 2b. 

We do not consider the region in which this penetra
tion barely begins, for this .is a region where Coulomb 
interactions play an essential role. We note, however, 
that the assumption that the gap in Fig. 2a is small de
notes strong screening of the Coulomb interactions by 
the short-range forces that determine the course of 
the branches of the spectrum € (k) at large k. Nor do 
the effective interactions increase in the situation of 
Fig. 2b, since screening by free carriers comes into 
play. 

The arguments advanced offer qualitative evidence 
that it is possible to obtain the picture of the electronic 
levels of the model ofP ] from the dielectric state by 
means of symmetry-conserving deformation, if one 
excludes the structure transitions made inevitable by 
the specifics of the Coulomb interaction. We recall 
that when speaking of deformation we had in mind the 
dependence of the electron energy on the lattice dis
placements, and not a real deformation due to external 
uniform stresses. Therefore the state of Fig. 2b need 
not necessarily correspond to a stable equilibrium. 
This is hardly ever the case with respect to small per
turbations, as we shall show in Sec. 3, regardless of 
the signs of the interactions in the dielectric-pairing 
effect. Nor is it obvious that this corresponds to a 
primitive lattice in our case of a dielectric made up of 
identical atoms. In real bismuth the rhombohedral de
formation is very small, and we therefore assume, as 
do Abrikosov and Fal'kovskil [4), that, neglecting the 

interactions, the state of Fig. 2b corresponds to a 
primitive-cubic lattice with one atom per cell. Then 
the instability of the described state leads in turn to a 
slightly deformed lattice. 

Let us examine in greater detail Fig. 2b from the 
point of view of this picture. The wave functions of the 
system, with allowance for the invariance of the spec
trum € (k) = € ( -k) in both the dielectric and the 
metallic phase, can be unified into bands 1 and 2. At 
arbitrary k, the functions l/! lk and l/!2k are transforme·d 
by a translation through a period 2a in the usual 
manner: 

C(2a)w;o = e;A2,w;o. 

In a lattice with half the period, invariance against 
translations C( a) sets in: This means that far from 
the band intersection we have 

C(a)1jJ;o = -yC (2a) W .. = ±e"'\jl". (1) 

Since the number of states does not change on going 
over to a classification of states in a primitive lattice, 
we can have in the new lattice, instead of Fig. 2b, the 
two variants shown in Fig. 3a (the signs in (1) are the 
same for both bands) and 3b (opposite signs). Thus, 
the discontinuities in the energy branches and in the 
occupation of the states (the shaded regions) vanish 
only if the points of tangency of the bands in Fig. 2b 
(ko and -ko) coincide with the boundary (-1T/2a, 1T/2a). 
In the three-dimensional case this would mean that the 
tangency occurs on the boundaries of the Brillouin zone, 
Le., we would have to assume that in the zero-deforma
tion limit the dielectric phase[4) has flat sections of the 
Fermi surface. This also seems quite artifiCial, and 
in fact, it would be necessary to stipulate in Abrikosov 
and Fal'kovskii's paper[4) that the coefficient b in the 
matrix Zss, should vanish[4). 

Thus, we encounter here a case when the occupation
number concepts of band theory are not applicable. Of 
course, the interactions between the electrons them
sel ves cause the actual distribution n( k) to become 
closed (Fig. 3c), leaving discontinuities only on the 
Fermi surface; as to the energy spectrum, it is like
wise meaningful in the Fermi -liquid theory only near 
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the Fermi surface. It remains to see how this state 
can be reconciled with Luttinger's theorem[9) (see[lO)), 
which is usually formulated as 

n ~ 2(2n)-3(pV + V F ), (2) 

where n is the electron density, V is the volume of 
the reciprocal cell, p is an integer, and VF is the 
volume of the Fermi surface within the limits of the 
reciprocal cell. The latter is determined by the sum 
of the volumes lying between all the Fermi surfaces 
(on the side opposite to the normal vector V pE: (p)) and 
the boundaries of the unit cell. 

Figures 4a and 4b illustrate, using a two-dimen
sional model, the situation of Figs. 3a and 3b. The 
internal square corresponds to Fig. 2b, i.e., it repre
sents the reciprocal cell with two electrons. To obtain 
the previous number of electrons (in accordance with 
(2)) after constructing a reciprocal cell that is twice as 
large (a lattice with one electron per cell), it is neces
sary to change the definition of VF, i.e., to take into 
account the regions shown shaded in Figs. 4a and 4b. 
Following Luttinger[9), we define Gw( r, r'), the Green's 
function in the quasimomentum representation over an 
arbitrary set of Bloch waves l/!jk( r) (at a fixed form of 
the unit cell of the direct and reciprocal lattices): 

J "\1 • , _;.(t_t·) dw 
G(r,r'; t-t')~ """" G;I(k, w)ljl;k(r)Ijl'k (r)e Tn. (3) 

R,i,1 

In (3), Gj1 is an operator that is non-diagonal in the 
band indices. Determination of the particle-number 
density leads to the expression 

JdwJ d'k [G-(k )]'.' (4) n ~ -- --Sp , we. 
2n (2n) 3 

This leads (see[10)) to Eq. (2) in the form 
d'k 

n~V J (2n)" 
n 

(4' ) 

where {2 is bounded by the cell and by the condition 
Gi (w = 0, k) > 0 (Gi. are the eigenvalues of the opera
tor G). 

It is usually assumed that Gi. (w = 0, k) becomes 
infinite asa pole on the Fermi surface (properly 
speaking, this is indeed the definition of the spectrum 
and of the Fermi surface). Expression (4), at first 
glance, is invariant relative to the representation of 
the Bloch functions. It is clear, however, that it should 
also be invariant to the choice of the unit cell and to 
admit of an invariant continuation to infinite k space. 
It follows therefore that in a crystal, unlike in an 
ordinary Fermi liquid, it is necessary to use in (4') 
the definition of {2 as the region where Gi.( w = 0, k) 
~ o. In other words, a distinguishing feature of 
periodic structures is the possibility that Gi. (w = 0, k) 
not only can become infinite, but can also vanish on 

FIG. 5 

entire surfaces. The surfaces Gi. (w = 0, k) = 0 are de
termined by the structure and by the real interactions. 
Therefore while preserving symmetry of the lattice, 
they need ~ot necessarily be flat. The only limitation on 
them is imposed by the ratio of the volumes enclosed 
between them and the Fermi surface (4'). 

Unlike the poles, the vanishing of Gi.(w = 0, k) intro
duces no discontinuities whatever in the occupation. 
Figure 5 shows a generalization of Fig. 4b, with the 
circles representing the two types of Fermi surfaces 
and the wavy lines corresponding to the vanishing of 
Gi( w = 0, k). The introductiOn of the assumption in the 
general case enables us to formulate the picture of the 
metallic state for a monovalent metal with one atom 
per cell and with a number of electrons equal to the 
number of holes. 

3. ROLE OF THE ELECTRON-ELECTRON AND 
ELECTRON-PHONON INTERACTIONS1) 

For simplicity we choose an electronic model in 
which the interactions are of the "contact" type, i.e., 
the interaction parameters are assumed to be independ
ent of the magnitude and direction of the quasimomen
tum. It is shown in the Appendix that the conclusions 
of the present section remain in force in the general 
anisotropiC case. We introduce the following vertices 
Vij1m (p 1, P2; P3, P4) for the scattering of two electrons 
from the states (P1i), (P:d) into the states (P3l), 
(P4m). Here i, j, 1, m = 1, 2 are the Fermi-surface 
indices, EPa = K, 

(5) 

Analogously, in the scattering of an electron from the 
state (Pi) into the state (p - kj), owing to interaction . 
with a phonon from among all the vertices Yij(P, p - k), 
we are left only with 2) 

(5' ) 

It is assumed that the electrons interact with one of the 
branches of the phonon spectrum. 

1) This question was considered already in Kopaev's article [11], 

where instabilities due to the interactions with phonons and only those 
due to the dielectric pairing were considered separately. We present 
later on formulas in which the competition of all the possible mecha
nisms is taken into account. 

2)X and gin (5) and (5') are generally speaking dimensional quan
tities. The final equations contain dimensionless combinations of these 
quantities with the parameters of the electron spectrum. We do not dis
cuss this question. 
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We have shown earlier that, as a consequence of (1), 
the electron and hole Fermi surfaces are located in the 
undeformed lattice either one under the other (Fig. 4a), 
or else are shifted by the vector qo, which equals half 
the period in the reciprocal cell (Fig. 4b). Therefore 
the integrals for the vertex parts, rijlm, which con
tain the cross sections 

S G,(p)G,(p-q)d'p, 

acquire logarithmic singularities either at q = qo or at 
q = 0, leading in final analysis to instability of the 
lattice with respect to a shift of the sublattices, or to 
elastic deformation of the unit cell, respectively. The 
latter case will sometimes be referred to as "acoustic" 
deformation. It is clear from general considerations 
that, for example in the first case, the shift of the sub
lattices also causes a certain acoustic deformation, at 
least on account of the anharmonicities. It is very im
portant in what follows, however, that since the insta
bility is determined by the logarithmic singularities of 
the vertex parts [ 1,2), the type of the instability is deter
mined by the initial arrangement of the Fermi surfaces. 

Let us consider the case q = qo' In connection with 
the analysis of the paper by Kozlov and Maksimov[2) 
we wish to add here the remark[1l,12) (see also [13) that 
logarithmic singularities occur not only in the vertex 
parts corresponding to the scattering of electrons on 
account of the vertices (5), but also in the polarization 
operator II(k) for the phonon Green's function D(k): 

D-'(k) = Do-'(k) - l1(k), (6) 

where II (k) at k = qo contains, in particular, logarith
mic integrals of the type 

g12S G,(p)G,(p-q,)d'p. (7) 

We assume subsequently that all the constants are 
small: g, A «1. Following the usual ideas of phase 
transitions, we investigate the onset of singularities in 
the thermodynamic quantities. In the logarithmic situa
tion, the properties of the ground state at T = 0, as is 
well known (see[lol), are determined completely by the 
introduction of the so-called "anomalous" Green's 
functions. Of course, for example in the case of bis
muth, the singularities of the electron spectrum have 
an energy scale 10-2 eV, i.e., they correspond to the 
melting temperatures. 

We introduce the thermodynamic Green's functions 
of the electrons and phonons: 

G () . 1 D (k) 00' (k) (8) 
.p,Bn= iBn+(-1)"lv.lt' ,OOn= oon'+oo'(k)' 

where ~n=(2n+l)1TT,lval =IVp~a(P)I, and t is the 
distance in momentum space along normals to the 
Fermi surface. Analogously, wm = 2n1TT, and w(k) is 
the unrenormalized dispersion law of the phonon branch 
with which the electrons interact. In this notation, the 
function D corresponds to the average of the arbitrary 
Fourier components of the displacement vectors in the 
ac oustic wave. 

Let us study the singularities of the vertex parts for 
scattering of electrons by electrons. The diagrams 
containing on the left and on the right one entering end 
(electron) and one outgOing one (hole) are subdivided 
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topolOgically into two classes, namely rea), where a ' 
vertical line can cross only two G-functions, and reb) 
where the vertical sections contain also D functions 
(Fig. 6). The sum of diagrams of the ladder type, 
leading to logarithmic terms 

~S d'p CBF 
~ (2n)' G,(Bn,p)G,(en,p-qo)oolnr""N(BF)L, (9 ) 

is shown in Fig. 7 in the form of an integral equation 
for the two quantities ru and r 2l (and, symmetrically, 
r 22 and r 12). Allowance for the transverse phonon 
lines and the contribution from corrections of the non
ladder type changes the definition of the constant c 
which appears when the logarithmic integrals (9) are 
cut off at energies ~~F. Hence (leaving out the spin 
indices), we obtain 

fu 

f" 

[1-(1., + A,)L][1-(A,- A,)L] , 

A, 

[1- (A, + A,)L][ 1-'(1., - A,)L] 

(10) 

The density of states on the Fermi surface N( ~ F) is 
contained in the definition of the dimensionless con
stant (5). The singularity in ru and r 21 with respect 
to temperature is determined by the larger positive 
quantity :\ 1 + A 2 or A 1 - :\ 2 and may be miSSing if the 
relations between the interaction constants are not of 
the right type. 

Let us turn to diagrams of the type r (b). The ex
pression for the block of the diagram reb) is shown in 
Fig. 8a. The polarization operator n (qo) and the equa
tion for the "screened" interaction are shown in Fig. 
8b. Finally, the triangular vertex T 12 (= T 2l ) satisfies 
the equation of Fig. 8c. Leaving out the cumbersome al
beit elementary calculations, we present the final re
sult for the "renormalized" phonon spectrum ,;)2( q) at 
the point qo: 

, ) _ '( ) 1 - (/., - 31., + 3g ,,') L (11) 
(ij (qo - 00 q, 1 (' 3' ')L 

- ""1- 1I.2-gl2 

Let us discuss the results. The constants in (10) 
and (11) and their signs are generally speaking arbi
trary. The definition is such that AI> 0 corresponds 
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to electron-hole attraction. Therefore (with all the 
stipulations with respect to the role of the Fermi
liquid effects), we assume nevertheless AI> 0 for the 
electron-hole interaction. Let the Singularity in (10) 
correspond to Al + A2, i.e., A2 > o. In (11), w2 can 
become ne~tive later than the appearance of a pole in 
r if A2 > g~, and earlier (i.e., at higher temperatures) 
if the inverse is true. In the latter case, an instability 
of the phonon spectrum with the corresponding deforma
tion (displacement of the sublattices) sets in prior to 
the dielectric pairing. In the opposite case (A2 < 0) it 
follows directly from (11) that in this case the phonon 
spectrum is unstable at any ratio of g12 to Aa, and the 
Keldysh-Kopaev effect does not have time to develop. 

The method of determining the equilibrium values of 
the resultant deformation is well known, for example, 
from the theory of ferroelectric transitions of the dis
placement type[ 14). In essence, the matter reduces to 
a minimization of the sum of the energies of the elastic 
deformations (the lattice term) and of the electron 
thermodynamic potential calculated as a function of the 
positions of the ion nuclei. We have already mentioned 
that allowance for the anisotropy, together with high 
transition temperatures comparable with the melting 
point, makes the question somewhat methodolOgical. 
We note here only the following qualitative considera
tion. After the restructuring (doubling of the period in 
this case), three branches of optical vibrations appear 
in the new cell. In this case, two frequencies retain 
the same order of magnitude as before, whereas the 
frequency of the branch interacting with the electron
hole pairs turns out to be lower, owing to the cancella
tion of the logarithmic terms in (11) with unity. The 
smallness of this gap, ~)2 ~ g~W2(qO), is determined of 
course by the actual weakness of the interactions g~ 
and Aa' On the other hand, if the instability is due to 
the effect of(1,2) (the case A 2 > g~2)' then there is no 
calcellation in (11) and ~? ~ w2 ( qo). On the baSis of 
the foregoing it seems, in general, that the effect of 
the dielectric pairing is less probable than the lattice 
instability. 

The case q = 0 (the Fermi surfaces coincide) leads 

to analogous instabilities in the acoustic region, Le., 
to incorrect signs of the elastic constants. 

In concluding this section, we point out one curious 
physical possibility that is admitted by the model under 
consideration. The initial state referred to in the first 
section and in which the presence of the investigated 
nontri vial electron spectrum was assumed (by virtue 
of its symmetry), makes the electron energy extremal, 
but is not necessarily stable. It is therefore reasonable 
to consider also the case when the non-renormalized 
phonon spectrum is unstable, Le., w2(q) < O. We then 
see from (11) that the inverse situation is pOSSible, 
namely stability of the metallic state at low tempera
tures and a transition into a dielectric at higher ones. 

4. ELECTRON SPECTRUM AT LOW TEMPERATURES. 
BISMUTH 

Returning to bismuth, we recall in greater detail the 
assumptions made by Abrikosov and Fal'kovskil [4] 
concerning the spectrum of the initial primitive-cubic 
lattice. Since, according to experiment, the Fermi 
surfaces of the electrons and holes in bismuth lie at 
the points Land T of the Brillouin zone, respectively, 
four pairs of points, located at the quarter-points of 
the body diagonals of the cube, were considered in the 
reciprocal cell of the primitive cubic lattice. Indeed, 
following the rhombohedral deformation and the doubling 
of the period, one pair in the reduced band forms the 
pOints T, and the three others form the pOints L. In 
the primitive-cubic lattice the symmetry of the pOints 
on the three-dimensional diagonal (C3v) admits of a 
two-dimensional representation (we have in mind 
throughout single-valued representations, unless other
wise stipulated). Abrikosovand Fal'kovskil have pro
posed[4) that it is precisely this double degeneracy of 
the electron spectrum which is realized at the point ki, 
and furthermore exactly on the Fermi surface. The 
two branches of the spectrum f;( K) inthe vicinity of 
small K = k - ki are given by 

8 •. , = ax, + b IX.c1 (12) 

with conical Fermi surfaces about the threefold axis. 
Figure 9 show these surfaces in the intersection of the 
cube with a plane passing through one of the body 

FIG. 9 
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diagonals, and show the "occupation numbers" for the 
spectrum (12). The encountered difficulties were al
ready discussed in Sec. 2. Abrikosovand Fal'kovskir's 
principal assumption[4] is that the sections of the en
ergy surface labeled by the index 2 are congruent, Le., 
the Fermi surface coincides with itself when displaced 
by the vector qi = 2ki. Their arguments reduced to the 
fact that in the opposite case open Fermi surfaces 
would be left following a small deformation. The 
rhombohedral deformation unifies the points (ki, -ki), 
imparting a symmetry Dsd (holes in bismuth) to one 
pair of points, and a symmetry C~h (electrons) to the 
other three pairs. 

The secular equation in[4] was obtained in the usual 
manner on the basis of the symmetry relations for the 
matrix elements, with allowance for the spin-orbit 
splitting. For a better understanding of the situation, 
the latter can be omitted. We note, first, that a certain 
error was incurred in (4], namely, the series of the ele
ments of the matrix Dss' [4] contained the sublattice 
displacement vector u for functions belonging to the 
representation of one of the ki, whereas the representa
tion of the space group for u corresponds to the vector 
qo (doubling of the period). Therefore fj in Dss' is 
equal to zero, and f' depends only on the acoustic de
formation: 

w = 'Ia(u .. + u., + u",,). 

The band overlap occurs if f;z! O. Yet we have seen 
in Sec. 3 that if the overlap of the Fermi surfaces oc
curs following a displacement by a certain vector qo, 
then the acoustic deformation occurs only as a second
ary effect after the anharmonic terms are taken into 
account. We shall discuss below the magnitude of the 
acoustic deformation, but getting ahead of ourselves 
we note that it turns out to be of lower order than the 
sublattice displacement. 

Let us see how the equations for the electron spec
trum are obtained in general in dielectric pairing. 
Following Kozlov and Maksimov[2], we write down the 
equations for the Green's functions of the two bands, 
Gu(p, p) and G22 (P + qo, P + qo), introducing the non
diagonal function G12( p, p + qo): 

G,,(p, p) =G"'(P)[1+~12(P, p+q.)G2I (p+q., p)], 

G,,(p+q., p) =G,,(p+q.)~,,(p+q., p)G,,(p, p), 
(13) 

where ~12(p + qo, p) = a(T)xqo(p), and a function 
xqo(p) is determined in the logarithmic approximation 
by the same integral equation 

C8F J ' ,do' x •• (p)=A,ln T K(p,p )x •• (p) IvF'I' (14) 

from which the critical temperature is determined[3,15]. 
If the spectrum is given by Ea = ± I v I t, where t is 

the normal to the Fermi surface, then we obtain from 
(13) the spectrum of the dielectric: 

e(p) = ±(v't'+ o'(T) Ix •• (p) 1')'/'· (15) 

To obtain actually the spectrum with allowance for the 
symmetry and periodicity properties of the real crys
tal, it is necessary, in the case of degeneracy, to formu
late (13) and (14) in a more invariant manner. Indeed, 
for example, if we seek the electron spectrum in the 
vicinity of the points ki (Fig. 9) then, by virtue of the 

interaction (5) and the double degeneracy of the levels, 
it becomes necessary to take into account at each 
point the off- diagonal proper parts ~ u( p, P + qo) and 
~22(P, p + qo) and the nondiagonal Green's functions 31 
Gaa(p, p + qo) and Gn(p, p). As a result we would 
obtain in place of the system of two equations (13) a 
system of four equations corresponding to allowance 
for fourfold degeneracy of the unified representations 
of the point (ki, -ki). 

The determinant of this system governs, as usual, 
the electron-level behavior of interest to us near 
these pOints. Naturally, the sYAmmetry conditions 
simplify the problem, so that ~ (p, p + qo) and ~ (p 
+ qo, p) should be contained in (13) in the form of 
matrices unifying the representations of the points ki 
and-ki. To find the possible matrix elements, we 
formulate the symmetry properties of the operators 
i:(p, p + qo). First, at the temperature Tc there oc
curs in the crystal a transition in which the long-range' 
order and the lattice symmetry are altered. We shall 
bear in mind, for concreteness, the case qo;z! O. The 
resultant state is such that the Green's function 
G(r, r'; t - t') = -i( T(~(x)~"(x'») is transformed in 
accordance with one of the nontrivial representations 
upon transformation of the complete space group. In 
the case qo = 0, all the possibilities are exhausted by 
listing the nontrivial irreducible representations of the 
point group Ob.. At q;z! 0, the representations are de
termined by specifying the vector qo and the small 
group of the vector. 

Thus, the nontrivial parts of g(x, x') and ~(x, x') 
are expanded in accordance with the representations 

G( ')-\""1c A ' (. r+r') X,X - £.J n Q Oj IIQo/X, x )exp lQoi-2- , 

n,qOj 

(16) 

where AnqOj(x, x') realize the representations of the 

point group of the vector qoj. Since the vectors qoj 
form a star in a primitive cubic lattice, it follows that 
CnqojAnqoj(x, x') will realize point-group representa-

tions. The three-dimensional representation of the 
vector F 1[16] was used in[4]. We did not investigate 
other possibilities Since, at any rate according to (15), 
there are no matrix elements responsible for the rela
tive displacement of the levels at the pOints Land T 
of the Brillouin zone (in first approximation), inasmuch 
as the type of instability in Fig. 9 corresponds to qo 
;z! O. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

We discuss in conclusion the resultant situation with 
the bismuth spectrum. It is known that the acoustic de
formation (rhombohedral compression of the cube) in 
bismuth is of the same order as the sublattice shift. 
In addition, the splitting of the acoustic and optic 
branches at the point T is also of the usual order of 
magnitude [7]. Yet, if there is no interaction between 
the new optic and acoustic branches, then there is also 
no splitting. As to the anharmonic interactions, disre
garding the magnitude of this interaction, we see that 

3) ~ 11 (p, p + qo) is proportional to the constant A3 , which is equal 
to V 11,12 in the notation of (5). 
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it is possible to construct third-order terms of the 
type SijUi (qo}Uj( -qo), where Sij is the elastic-defor
mation tensor and ui (qo) is the amplitude of the sub
lattice displacement; the mean value < Sij > is obviously 
proportional to < uf > and is therefore small. 

It would be simplest to assume, in addition to the 
picture of[4) (Fig. 9), the presence of one more pair of 
electron-hole surfaces lying one under the other. In 
this case, of course, the acoustic deformations are 
"coupled" with the optic ones in a unified scheme. We 
consider, however, this picture to be unnatural, at 
least from the point of view of the genesis of the inter
secting bands, which was discussed in Sec. 2. 

On the other hand, if we introduce a deformation 
potential describi.ng the interaction of the electrons 
with acoustic phonons Sa(3ga(3(P}, then the mean value 
< Sa (3) takes the form 

k -+ 0, 

where L a(3y [) is a certain tensor of the order of unity 
and g has matrix elements for the interaction of differ
ent acoustic branches with the electrons. Far from the 
spectrum degeneracy points, this expression can be 
written, disregarding the tensor indices, in the form 

<S) 00 L guT L G, (8" p) d'p. (17) , 
In the initial primitive-cubic lattice, expression (17) 

vanishes because of the aforementioned symmetry of 
the configuration, Le., the energy has by assumption 
no terms that are linear in the ion displacements. The 
right-hand sides of (17) are equal to zero and, as can 
be readily shown[3) by solving the system (13), also in 
the dielectric phase. Actually the right-hand side of 
(16) or (17) is of the order of the electron-phonon inter
action constant multiplied by the number of electrons 
or holes in the bands. From this we see again that by 
assuming the presence of acoustic deformation (Le., 
the already mentioned f ~ 0 in the paper of Abrikosov 
and Fal'kovskil [4)} it is impossible to obtain self
consistency in (17), since in accordance with their 
model(4) the volumes of the electrons and holes are 
proportional to the cube of the deformation. We see 
therefore that in order for the lattice distortion to be 
different from zero it is necessary to assume, in ac
cordance with (17), that the Fermi surfaces do not co
incide in the initial state, and the resultant volumes 
between the surfaces are of the order of the optical 
deformation. The authors are unable as yet to propose 
a clear picture that explains the nature of such a phe
nomenon. 

In conclusion, the authors are grateful to A. A. 
Abrikosov, L. A. Fal'kovskii, and I. E. Dzyaloshinskil 
for numerous discussions of the question. 

APPENDIX 

In an anisotropic region, both the complete and the 
bare vertex parts of the electron-electron interactions 
depend on the initial and final momenta. Assuming, as 
before, a contact interaction, we have 

All (Ph p,) = At S "'t~, (r) ""0, (r) ""0,-0, (r) ",,~,_.,(r) d'r = f..t K" (p" p,), 

At2 (p" p,) = A, S "';0' (r) ",;., (r) I\1'o,-o,(r) 1\1'0'-0' (r) d'r = A,Kt,(Pt, p,), 

AU (Ph p,) = A, S "';0' (r)I\1'o,(r) I\1,~,_.,(r)"',o,_.,(r) d'r = A,K" (p" Pt), 

A22 (Pt, p,) = At S "'to, (r)I\1;o, (r)""~,_o,(r)"', .. _o,(r) d'r = AtK" (Ph p,). 

(A.l) 
Representing d3p in the form d3p = d~ da I I vF I, inte
grating in the equations of Fig. 7 with respect to Land 
assuming that Ka(3 depends essentially only on the 
directions of PI and P2, we obtain the following system 
of equations for the determination of r a(3 (PI, P2) (PI 
and P2 on the Fermi surface): 

da' 
fll(Ph p,)= AtK" (p" p,)+ A,L S K,,(Ph p')f,,(p', p,) lv/I 

+ A,L S Kt2 (PhP')f,,(p',p,) I~::I ; 

S da' 
f" (Pt, p,) = A,K" (Ph p,) + A,L K2I (Ph p') f" (p', p,) Tv7f 

+ A,L S K"(p,, p') f21 (p', p,) ~:: I ; 

(A.2) 

and a symmetrical system for the pairs r 22 and r 12. 
Let us consider the homogeneous system 

s"(p)= f! S K"~(p,p')s~(p') I~::I' (t, ~ = 1,2. (A.3) 

It is proposed from now on that integration with respect 
to repeated indices be carried out from one to two. 
According to (A.I), Ka~(Ph P2 = K~a(P2' PI), Le., the 
kernel of the system (3) is Hermitian. As usual, we 
represent Ka (3 (Ph P2) in the form 

K (p )_ ~ s;"(ptHt(p,) 
a.p t,P2 -~ , 

i f.tj 
(A.4) 

where J..Lj are real eigenvalues of the system (A.3), and 
~j (p) are the corresponding two sets of orthonormal
ized functions: 

(s;", s.") = J s;" (pH,"' (p) I~~I = {)j" 

Since, in addition, Kll( PI, P2} = Kd P2, PI}, it follows 
that ~; = ~j* = ~j(p}, and there exists in fact only one 
set of eigenfunctions normalized to %. 

Substituting (A.4) in (A.2) and putting 

S s/ (p') fit (p', p) I~~:I = at (p), 

d ' 
Ss;(P')fzt(P',p) Iv~;1 =a;"(p), 

we obtain, after multiplying the first equation in (A.4) 
by ~r(p}, the second by ~j(p}, and integrating, a sim
ple system with respect to at and ar- Using its solu
tions, we obtain 

r lt (Ph p,) = 2 ~ Slept) 6." (p,) [ 2A;; ( 1- 2~J ) 

+ (2~; ) , L ] / [( 1 - 2~: L )' - ( 2~: L ) '1, 
f21 (Ph p,) = 2 L 6/ (Pt}6/ (p,) 2:: / [ ( 1- 2~t; L)' -(:;; L)'] , 

r t2 (PhP,) = r 2l '(p"Pt), r,,(Pt,p,) = r"(p,,pt). (A.5) 

We are interested only in that pole of r which is 
obtained at the smallest value of L ~ l.n (EO F Ip), Le., 
corresponding to the eigenvalue with the smallest 
modulus. Thus, there are two pOSSibilities, depending 
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on the sign of A 2. The equations for II( q) are written 
in terms of rai3 and the vertices of Vai3 satisfying the 
equation of Fig. 8b: 

da' 
V., (Ph p,)= A,K., (Ph p,)+ A,L S K.,(Ph p') V., (p', p,) Tv7I 

da'da" 
+I.,L'SK.,(PhP')f •• (p',p")V,,(p",p,) Iv/llv,"I' (A.6) 

Using the obtained expressions for Ka{3 and r a{3 we 
get, after Simple calculations similar to those used in 
the solution of (A.2), 

~ • / (_ 41.,L ) 
V" (Ph p,) = A, L.! ~i (p,) ~i (p,) ~i 1 + 2~i _ (A. + A,) L ' 

, . 

V" (p., p,) = V,,' (P2, P.), V" (Ph P2) = V" (P2, P.). 

Using (A.7) and (A.6) we obtain after some transfor
mations the final result: 

~ 1..-31., 
II (q" Cll n = 0)= - 4L(g, g)- 2L' L.! «g~i)+(6ig»' 2~i-(A. _ 3A,)L 

, 
(A.8) 

Here g == g12( p) is the matrix element ofthe electron
phonon interaction. 

It is easy to see the following facts. If A 2 < 0 and 
the transition in the electron spectrum occurs with 
A I - A2, as in the isotropic case, then the phonon insta
bility sets in first, and if A 2 > 0 and the constant A I 
+ A 2 is responsible for the electronic transition, then 
it is possible that at sufficiently small g the electronic 
transition assumes the primary role in this case, 
since II(qo) has no pole term corresponding to the con
stant Al + A2' We note also that if there are negative 
values among the Il j, then the system will not be 
stable at any ratio of the constants. 
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